**Booklist for Animals in Winter:** silly books, fun books, nature themes, poetry, cold climates....

*Froggy Gets Dressed* by Jonathan London  
*Winter Lullaby* by Barbara Sueling; Ills. by Greg Newbold  
*Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush* by Jane Cabrera  
*When Winter Comes: A Winter Lullaby* by Nancy Van Laan  
*When Will it Snow?* by Bruce Hiscock  
*SLEEP, BLACK BEAR, SLEEP* by Jane Yolen; Ills. by Heidi E. Y. Stemple  
*Hibernation Station* by Michelle Meadows; Ills. by Kurt Cyrus  
*If You Were a Penguin* by Wendell and Florence Minor  
*Hello Arctic!* by Theodore Taylor; Ills. by Margaret Chodos-Irving  
*Hello, baby Beluga* by Darrin Lunde; Ills. by Patricia J. Wynne  
*Way Up in the Arctic* by Jennifer Ward; Ills. by Kenneth J. Spengler  
*Over in the Arctic Where the Cold Winds Blow* by Marianne Berkes; Ills. by Jill Dubin  
*Little Penguin: The Emperor of Antarctica* by Jonathan London; Ills. by Julie Olson  
*Baby Polar* by Yannick Murphy; Ills. by Kristen Balouch  
*Polar Bear, Arctic Hare: Poems of the Frozen North* by Eileen Spinelli; Ills. by Eugene Fernandes  
*Forever* by Emma Dodd  
*My Little Polar Bear* by Claudia Rueda  
*Polar Bear Night* by Lauren Thompson; Ills. by Stephen Savage  
*I Am Pangoo the Penguin* by Satomi Ichikawa  
*Penguins 1-2-3* by Kevin Schafer  
*Up & Down: A Lift the Flap Book* by Britta Teckentrup  
*Footprints in the Snow* by Cynthia Benjamin; Ills. by Jacqueline Rogers

**Nonfiction (including early readers):**

*Winter Poems* selected by Barbara Rogasy; Illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman  
*It’s a Narwhal!* by Mari Schuh J 599.54 Schuh  
*What Can Live in the Snow?* by John-Paul Wilkins J 577.586 Wilkins  
*Arctic Tundra* by Ellen Labrecque J 577.586 Labrecque  
*Kid’s Can Draw Arctic Animals: A Child’s First Drawing Book* by Phillippe Legendre  
J 743.6 Legendre
Where Do Polar Bears Live? by Sarah L. Thomson; Ills. by Jason Chin  J 599.786
Arctic Fox: Very Cool! by Stephen Person  J 599.776
Knut: How One Little Polar Bear Captivated the World by Juliana, Isabella, and Craig Hatkoff  J 599.786 Hatkoff
Frozen Worlds by Caryn Jenner  ER Jenner